
Maple Ridge Teachers’
Association

News from the O�ce June 2021
A Word from the President…
Hello Everyone,

I want to say thanks for all you have done this year, a year like
no other. The sustained pressure and continuous stress this
year affected us all differently, and so we need to check in on
our colleagues. Not all of us are doing well but I hope there will
be the chance to relax, recover, and return to a normal year
next year. It is a time to remind everyone, the goal all year was
simply to make it to the end. O�en, I take this time to reflect on the year, but this year it
may just be good enough to say with a sigh, “it is over” and let’s look forward to a
better year next year.

Trevo� Takasak�
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A Word from the First Vice-President…
Whew! What a year.

Trevor, Sonja and I hit the ground running. During Summer 2020,
protocols for Elementary caused a need to review and alter operations
for the year. Secondary though! Programming and schedules were
utterly scrapped; the MRTA were on hand to consult with and, from
scratch, cram the boat-loads of months of work into a week, to build
them back up.

September was a lot of test-it-fix-it-fly-it. Hiccups and errors occurred, but in the end there
were many positive moves achieved. However, throughout the year, intense levels of
stressors in the classroom led to many concerns on top of the usual mental health
concerns. Knowing this, Trevor, Sonja and I truly hope this summer will be one of
rejuvenation and time to focus on family, health, enjoying the outdoors, and reveling in
sharing experiences with one another. More so than any other teaching year in recent
memory – teachers have earned a well-deserved summer break. Your community is
immensely thankful and proud of your accomplishments in a time of adversity. Best
wishes to you all, until we say hello once more upon our return in September.

Ma�ti� Dmitrie�

The Team:

Trevor trevor@mrtaoffice.ca

Martin martin@mrtaoffice.ca

Sonja sonja@mrtaoffice.ca

Reine - Professional Greeter

Elaine elaine@mrtaoffice.ca

Kelly kelly@mrtaoffice.ca

Chona brooke@mrtaoffice.ca

Our website:
https://www.mrtao�ce.com/
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Congratulations to our newly elected Executive Council and
Committee Members for 2021/22!

President: Trevor Takasaki

1st Vice-President: Martin Dmitrieff

2nd Vice-President: Sonja Krzus

Local Association Representatives:

● Martin Dmitrieff
● Erin Smeed

● Richard McGraw

Alternate: Drew Parkinson

Aboriginal Education Contact: Deidre Torrence

Local Election Contact: Mark Girard

Treasurer: Bernice Goodwin

Secretary: Jenn Strachan

Membership: Ryan Neufeld

Members-at-Large:

● Penny Morgan
● Cheryl Baydo

Health & Safety Representative: Leanne Dunbar

Continuing/DL/AE Representative: Kim Henneberry Glover
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MRTA Committees & Members

Working & Learning Conditions/Bargaining:
Chair Martin Dmitrieff
● Leanne Dunbar
● Kim Henneberry Glover
● Sonja Krzus
● Penny Morgan
● Ryan Neufeld
● Kaitlin Thorarinson

Professional Development (4 vacancies):
Chair Jennifer MacDonald
● Anita Neufeld
● Janet Smith

Communications (2 vacancies):
Chair Dale Hardy
● Melissa Carr
● Chelsey Dale
● Andrea Munro
● Ryan Neufeld
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MRTA Committees & Members (cont’d)
Social Justice:

Chair Lindsay Zepeski
● Devika Chudy
● Hilaire Ford
● Elizabeth Morrow
● Nicole Rowley
● Deidre Torrence
● Valerie Wiebe-Miguel

Early Career Teacher (2 vacancies):
Chair Kara-Lynn Lund

● Jennifer Dinh
● Michelle Hiebert
● Jennifer MacDonald
● Richard McGraw

Finance:
Chair Bernice Goodwin

● Ryan Neufeld
● Sacha Passaglia
● Bruce Payan
● Jennifer Strachan

Joint Educational Change Implementation:
● Devika Chudy
● Maclean Low
● Nicole Rowley
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What a Year it’s been!! The MRTA is extremely proud of
our Wins this past year.

MRTA Grievances: Recent ‘Wins’ with Mediated Settlements in Place

The following grievance wins came as a result of the joint efforts of
Suzanne Hall, Penny Morgan, Kaitlin Thorarinson, and current release
officers Trevor Takasaki and Martin Dmitrieff; also playing a pivotal
role were the coordinating efforts of many Staff Reps and Classroom
Teachers who were impacted by Collective Agreement violations.
___________________________________________________________________________________

Grievance #2019/20 - 003 | Payout of Remedy
Settled with a Mediation Agreement in May of 2021

Issue: SD42 calculated remedy for resource use, learning opportunities at a higher
calculated rate, but when paying teachers resigning from the district, retiring, or on
long-term leave, they used a lower rate that did not take into account +25% for benefits.

Resolution: As of May 20, 2021, on a go-forward basis, the Employer will now calculate
the “cash equivalent” of remedy using the same formula for resource use and learning
opportunities, at the Provincial Average salary +25%.
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Grievance #2019/20 - 004 & - 013 | Best Efforts for Class Size & Composition
(-004 for Elementary Schools and -013 for Secondary Schools)

Settled with a Mediation Agreement in May 2021

Issue: That further efforts to ensure smaller classes in compliance with Class Size &
Composition could have been made, when scheduling classes for the year. The MRTA
found local practice wasn’t compliant with direction given in a Provincial Memorandum
of Agreement (MOA) that should be employed. This included considerations for looking
at alternatives to all classes in the school and not just non-compliant classes.

Resolution: (a) On a go-forward basis, the Employer will take into consideration all
classes in the schools and not just non-compliant classes.

(b) To remedy the year of non-compliance, for the upcoming 2021/22
school year in Spring staffing, the Employer will post additional positions of 8 FTE at
Elementary and 2 FTE at Secondary. Both the MRTA and SD42 will come to agreement
on where these positions will be placed.

(c) Clearly defined timelines for the MRTA to review upcoming
configurations of classes for the next school year were set on a go-forward basis.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Grievance #2018/19 - 006 & # 2019/20 - 006 | Failure to Fill TTOC positions
Settled with a Local Agreement in Nov 2020

Issue: The Employer was not able to cover Article C.26.1 of the Collective Agreement,
to “provide a certified Teacher Teaching on Call, upon request, for any absent classroom
teacher or teacher-librarian, and after three (3) consecutive days absence for a
counselor”. The failure to provide TTOCs also led to impacting non-enrolling ratios as
Support, ELL, Teacher Librarian, and other roles could not provide their services to
students, but looked after enrolling class duties instead (noted in Grievance
#2019/20-007).

Resolution: (a) For the 2020/21 school year, the number of non-enrolling teachers
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(FTE equivalent), as required by Collective Agreement ratios, was topped up to a
minimum of 2 FTE (reflecting loss within the 2018/19 school year).

(b) On a go-forward basis, prior to Sept. 30th of each school year, the
Employer will review a calculation of the FTE equivalent of the Failures to Fill for the
previous school year, discuss further mitigation strategies, and current hiring practices.
In addition, SD42 will identify how it has topped-up the non-enrolling ratios for the
current school year, at a minimum equal to the previous year’s calculated shortfall.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Grievance #17/18-009 & #19/20-011 | Low-Incidence Support Class-Size &
Prep Access (- 009 for Class-Size and - 011 for Prep Access)

Settled with Mediated Agreements in Oct 2020 & April 2021
Issue: (a) Low-Incidence Resource Classrooms were in non-compliance for
class-size, which in Article D.2.1 of the Collective Agreement is 10 students.

(b) Additionally, teachers in these programs were not fully released from
student responsibilities to access their Prep blocks, as per Article D.21.3 (a).

Resolution:    (a) The Employer agreed to compliance for both Low-Incidence classes of
10 and High-Incidence classes of 15, to be based upon the number of students present
in each block, with remedy to be provided if Best Efforts are attempted, but result in a
non-compliance class.

(b) The Employer must ensure teachers of Support classes have access
to prep, ensuring coverage is provided by a trained alternate teacher (not just under EA
supervision), so that the regular low incidence classroom teacher is not responsible for
students during their prep. If students are scheduled in another class, but cannot
sustain attendance there, they are not to return to the Low-Incidence teacher’s
responsibility – “administration will find a more suitable placement where the alternate
teacher will not have responsibilities for the block beyond the responsibility to the low
enrolling class or even if there is only a single student.”

(c) For the years of non-compliance, the griever was “made whole”.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Grievance #19/20-017 | School Calendar
Settled with Mediated Agreement in May 2021

Issue: During consultation on the upcoming 2020/21 & 2021/22 school year calendars,
the MRTA identified that both proposals were non-compliant with CA Article D.23, which
sets out the framework for the teaching year. Especially at issue were proposals that
included working past the “last Friday in June”. SD42 chose not to accept any of the
MRTA input, and put calendar proposals violating the Collective Agreement before the
Board of Education. To be noted:  Kanaka Creek Elementary has a separate calendar
agreement that was not a part of the grievance, nor any of the resolutions.

Resolution:      (a) For the current calendar year of 2020/21, the last day of classes will
be June 24th, and have a day on-site without students at Secondary. For Elementary, the
last day of class will be June 25th. For Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, all teachers
may choose to work from home, and connect where needed via email, phone, and
audio/video communications (unless there are required duties that cannot be
completed remotely). On these days, teachers will be responsible for non-instructional
work and make themselves available to admin requests to meet. In addition, Secondary
teachers will finalize assessments and Elementary teachers will be available to discuss
report cards / student progress where requested by parents.

(b) For the next calendar year of 2021/22, an amended calendar will be
proposed to the Board that has a compliant “last Friday in June”. The current proposal
cites returning from Winter Break on Monday, Jan. 3rd and adding 5 minutes to each
school day to be compliant with Ministry mandated hours of instruction.

(c) For future years beyond, the Employer will consult on draft calendars
starting no later than Nov. 1st.  If proposed calendar(s) conflict with the Collective
Agreement (CE), the  MRTA & SD42 will meet and “engage in good faith discussions
with respect to [meet]” all CE, School Act calendar regulation, and objectives of the draft
calendar. In the event of continued disagreement, the issue will be forwarded to a
hearing in January, with the mediator of the calendar grievance process holding
jurisdiction.
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Teachers’ Salary Grid 2020-22
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Get to Know the Contract
Each month, the MRTA will be featuring a
part of the Collective Agreement that may be
useful to members around the District. This
month’s featured section of the Collective
Agreement is regarding:

ARTICLE E.23 POSTING AND
FILLING VACANT POSITIONS

New from the 2019 round of bargaining, make sure the following is
occurring related to jobs you are applying to (And let the MRTA
know if they are not):

7. Effective September 2020, the post and fill process shall include
the following communications:

a) Applicants shall receive an email confirming the receipt of
application.
b) Unsuccessful applicants shall be notified in a timely
manner. Applicants may receive written reasons upon
request.
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Ple��� Jo�� Us �� Ho���ri�� O�r
2021 Ret���e�

Maple Ridge Teachers’ Association - CUPE Local 703 -
Maple Ridge Principals’ & Vice Principals’ Association – School District #42
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M��A Ret���e�

Jul�� A��le�     She���y E���s     Joh� ���c�
Gab����le B����t�-Len���d      Lis� ��e��z

San��� R�s�e�l     She���y B���k     Je�n���e G�r���
Jam�� ��o���r     Kri���n B���an

Vic�� ���ab�     Nan�� ��n���ir     Kat����n Bo��
Col���� Ham���    De�d�� To�r����

Lor�-An� Bo�g���d�     Hal�� �i����k
Eli����t� Wa�d���t��     Bre�� �r���
Je�n�� Je�n���s      Fra��� W�l�e�

Mon���a D’An��e�     An� Ma��� �ac�����y
Tho��� W�l�a��     Cez��� D�ve���

Lin�� ���ga�     Ral�� ���n�     Luc �����s
Nor���a P��g���
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Con���t��a���n� !

As �o� ��ba�� �n ��� ne�� c���t�� i� t��
jo����y o� ���r �i��, we, at ���

M��A
wi�� y�� ��e m��� r��a�d��� r��i��m��� ev��.

Tha�� y�� �o� y��� �e�r� ��
se�fl��s ���vi��, le����s�i�, an� ��d��a���n.

~ Tre���, Mar��� & Son�� ~

P.S. Sadly, due to the current restrictions, there won’t be a Retirement Tea
this year; however, the MRTA, SD42, MRPVPA and CUPE Local 703 hope to
celebrate the 2020 & 2021 Retirees in person in June 2022.
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Reminder: Pro-D & Remedy Reimbursements
The MRTA Office will be closed during the summer, therefore, the deadline to
submit receipts for reimbursements is June 30, 2021. Reimbursement requests
that we receive a�er Friday, June 18, 2021 will be mailed to your home address;
please ensure to provide your current address. Late reimbursement requests
received a�er June 30th will be reimbursed in September.

HA�� � �AF� ��� FU�-FI���D
SU���R ���AK!

Se� y�u �� S��te���r!

/cf leu42:usw-2009 Newsletters/News from the Office 2020/21
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